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“ The   experience   has   been   very   pleasant.   I   love   how   the   motivation   is   very   

positive   and   not   military   style.   My   goal   is   to   continue   with   you   because   I   

love   that   I   can   always   check   in   with   you.   The   most   important   thing   for   me   

about   this   is   feeling   great   and   seeing   results.    Most   importantly   for   me   I’d   

have   to   say   is   checking   in   and   accountability.”   -    Nancy   Pothidang   

  



“I   am   extremely   happy   with   the   coaching!   It’s   100%   worth   it!   Knowing   

someone   is   in   your   corner.   Guiding,   cheering   you   on   and   keeping   you   

accountable   is   huge.   My   only   regret   is   not   doing   it   sooner.   You   walk   the   

talk.   I   know   it   can   be   done!   �❤ ”   -    Kelly   Snow   

“Monika   is   an   amazing   coach   who   uses   her   professional   and   personal   

experience   and   expertise   to   customize   an   individualized   fasting   &   weight   

loss   plan   just   for   you!   Her   enthusiasm   is   contagious   and   she   has   been   

there   every   step   of   the   way   with   help   &   encouragement!”   -    Dina   Bredeau   

“I   had   a   wonderful   experience   working   with   you!   Not   only   did   I   learn   more   

about   fasting   and   health,   I   also   lost   some   weight,   toned   up,   and   got   

healthier   in   general.   I’ve   been   able   to   maintain   my   weight   loss,   and   

actually   dipped   below   my   goal   weight   by   a   few   pounds.   I’ve   continued   to   

workout   on   a   regular   basis   and   started   weight   training.   I’ve   got   abs!!   The   

one   thing   I   didn’t   like   was   the   “recovery   worksheet”   I   had   to   do   when   I   ate   

something   off   plan.   I   was   ashamed   and   beat   myself   up   when   filling   it   out.”   

-    Melissa   Brunty   

“Working   with   Monika   has   been   wonderful!   I   am   someone   who   needs   
one-on-one   help/coaching.   The   customization   of   a   plan   and   accountability   
were   paramount   in   my   weight   loss   journey.   She   has   ensured   that   I    learned   
a   lot   and   pushed   through   major   weight   loss   plateaus   that   I’ve   had   for   years.   
You   will   lose   weight   following   Monika’s   plan!”   -    Evie   
  

“ Monika   is   an   amazing   coach!!!   She   takes   the   time   to   give   clients   a   
personalized   plan   custom   tailored   to   your   own   needs.   I   would   highly   
recommend   trying   her   out   -   you   will   not   regret   it!!”   -    Heather   Weaver   

  
  

  


